
Diploma in Holistic Light and Colour Therapy
8 Days

TheDiploma is a total of 8 days run in 2 day slots so a total of 4monthsworth of training
including 1/2 day for assessment.

The courses are run in Worthing, within easy distance of Worthing train station. Good
bed and breakfast accommodation is available through The Colour Ministry and there
is also plenty of space to park if travelling by car.

Gaining a deeper understanding of Colour Therapy and how to use colour effectively
on a day to day basis

To become a insured practitioner in holistic light and colour therapy to carry out
treatments

To support existing therapies with additional information regarding Colour Therapy

To develop and enhance your interest in colour and light from a holistic perspective

To build a 'colour' business by becoming a Colour Ministry licensed trainer with
additional certification

Why?

How?

Course dates can alter so do please check the website for details.When?

Price? There are two course rates:
£1,200.00 in total which includes full course materials, information and diploma
certification and VAT.

£2,500.00 in total which includes a Bioptron Lamp and Coloured Lenses used for
treatments. All course materials, information and diploma certification and VAT.

Fees can be paid monthly either in cash, by direct bank transfer or by debit or
credit card. If fees are paid in full prior to the course then there will be a discount
of 10% giving a total of £1,080.00.

Sat 30th June & Sun 1st July 2018
Sat 21st July & 22nd July 2018

Sat 11th August & 12th August 2018
Sat 1st September & 2nd September 2018

Full Practitioner Training for Certification & Insurance
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Weekend Course:



Course Content

Module A - Light and Colour for Everyday Life

Module B - Light and Colour for Healing

- History and origins of light and colour therapy

- Science of light and colour

- The colour spectrum and electromagnetic waves - what are the colours and how they

help us

- Types of light - bulbs, rays and their effects on our system

- How light and colour affects the body and how complimentary colours can help to

balance us

- Physical and emotional responses to colour

- Chakra healing system and the nine colour process from original colour therapy

- The colours we wear, colours of our home and the colours of the food we eat

- Colours in marketing and selling and how we are influenced by decision making

through colour

This 2daymodule includes anoverviewof how light and colourwork in aneveryday environment.
It introduces the qualities of light and colour and gives a general understanding of how these
dynamics work in our daily lives. The subjects that are covered are as follows:

This 2 day module includes an in-depth practice of light and colour healing creating a deep
understanding of how colour heals and what techniques we can use to support ourselves and
others through the healing process. The subjects that are covered are as follows:

- Light healing - in depth case studies and evidence - previous colour therapists

- Using the BIOPTRON lamp in light and colour sessions

- Colour therapy using techniques from Theo Gimbel and Spectro Chrome therapy

- Chakra balancing with colour for healing

- Using silks for healing

- Using coloured glasses combined with essences for healing specific conditions

- Using a colour torch for pressure and acupressure points

- Aura sensing and subtle bodies energies with colour using The Aura Biofeedback

process

- Looking a unique treatments that can be incorporated into your practise

- Cleansing the meridian system with light

- A deeper look at SAD and light deficiencies

- Combining light and colour therapy with existing techniques

- Documentation and information on client treatments

- Health and safety legislation and how to setup your colour treatment centre
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Course Content

Module C - The Personality Colours and Coaching Techniques

Module D - Advanced Colour Techniques / Additional Therapies

This 2 daymodule includes anoverviewof how light and colourworks in theworld of coaching.
Getting to know about Colour Personalities and creating Colour Readings along with using
techniques that are invaluable in coaching sessions: The subjects that are covered are as
follows:

- Overview of light and colour in relation to the mind

- Using colouring and drawing techniques to self analyse and apply to coaching techniques

- How to calculate your main colour personality and understand the basic personality traits

- What do the colours mean and how to interpret them with regard to the personality

- Looking at the journey colours (day, month and year) to give a greater insight into kills

- Looking at complimentary colours and how they are used within readings

- Using the colour chart for linking relationships and personality colours

- Analysing past-life connections and looking for areas of healing and understanding

- Applying colour in the environment to support change and bring harmony

- Designing and selling readings in your business

- Written versus oral readings and how to get the best out of both techniques

This 2 day module includes in-depth colour healing techniques, including sacred geometry,
creating essences and aura reading. The subjects that are covered are as follows:

- Stress reduction techniques with colour and light

- Creating personal colour essences and also essences for clients with aromatherapy oils

- In-depth colour puncture using crystals and coloured glass

- Using sacred geometry and ancient techniques incorporating light and colour

- Receiving an Aura Reading and how to interpret colour auras for clients

- Combining healing with colour personalities for in-depth healing processes

- Past life and ego solutions with light and colour

- Creating light essences with colour absorption

- Incorporating in-depth readings and treatments for specific clients

- How to develop therapies for clients and how to sell them within your business

- Mandalas and how they were and are still used for healing and treatment work

- Dealing with colour for children
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The Spectro-Chrom Color Glasses enable you to use the
wavelengths present in natural light to harmonize body, spirit and
soul and increase your well-being.

Color therapy has an ancient tradition, and the modern filter
technology of these PRiSMA glasses makes it possible to use our
"elixir", natural daylight, for this purpose.

PRiSMA Spectro-Chrom Glasses are easy to use – 15 minutes once
or twice a day are sufficient to give the organism valuable impulses
towards harmonising physiological functions.

The Spectro-Chrom Method, developed by Dinshah P. Ghadiali is the established color light
application, which attributes specific colours to all organs and functions of the body.

BIOPTRON Light Therapy Systems have been developed in Switzerland
by the Zepter Group. The system is a medical light therapy device
which emits light that is similar to sunlight but with no UV radiation.
This superb technology can be used as both a complimentary
treatment to support conventional medical methods and as a mono-
therapy for certain indications.

Colour filter sets are available with these systems to enhance and
restore the bodies energy systems. Lack of colour in our lives makes us

susceptible to illnesses and depression sometimes made worse in the winter months. Colour and
Light Therapy works at a very deep level and helps to fill up the reserves of energy in our tissues and
organs thus raising the body's resistance to disease.

Course Content

1/2 day Assessment

When you have completed the 4 modules, which can be taken as and when required, an
assessment is designed to put the whole course into practise. No written work is used as
assessment just a multiple choice paper and practical exercises. The course will contain most of
the paperwork that you require but keeping a folder of additional information is very useful.

The assessment comprises of the following:

- 30 minute colour reading with a client

- 45 minute basic light and colour healing session

- a basic assessment

A certificate will be provided which can be used for insurance purposes. The course is also CPD
accredited and once completed you will be a Practitioner in Holistic Light and Colour Therapy.

BIOPTRON Light Therapy System

PRiSMA Coloured Glasses

www.thcolourministry.co.uk
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